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Satan is on a quest to bring about the End of Days in this riveting thriller by Jerry Pollock. Satan,
long banished from Heaven by God, begins his quest for world domination in the Garden of
Eden, where he tempts Eve to eat a fig from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. Traveling
forward in time, Satan finds himself in present-day America—where the President and his son
Cain are his descendants.Standing between Satan and his unholy mission are some
unforgettable characters who represent the good in humankind. Abel Slobodkin is a righteous
young man, and doesn’t realize it, but he has been chosen by God to battle against Satan’s evil
plans. He will clearly need the help of his future mother-in-law, Dr. Elizabeth Corsini, a brilliant
psychiatrist at a Washington, DC, hospital. In the course of treating a mental patient, reporter
Esther Hirsch, Elizabeth begins to realize that Esther’s recurring nightmare is not just the product
of a troubled mind, it is both biblical in nature—and represents a covert operation being carried
on by the White House. Elizabeth soon realizes there is a conspiracy in the works, called Code
Name Daniel, and people involved are turning up dead.She realizes she is next to be killed
unless she, and her sister, FBI agent Daniela Corsini, trade their information on operation Code
Name Daniel, for their lives.A showdown takes place after the president wins reelection in 2020,
and Cain becomes his powerful chief of staff. God and Satan order Abel and Cain to fight a duel,
which takes place against the backdrop of Arlington National Cemetery. In a climax that is both
harrowing and uplifting, God returns to make his presence known to Earth by performing
miracles incredible to Him, and the hidden meaning of Gog and Magog is revealed.Pollock, a
Ph.D. in biophysics, is also an avid student of the Bible. He combines his love of spirituality and
his scientific background to create his written works. Gog and Magog: The Devil’s Descendants
is his third book.

"Gog & Magog: The Devil's Descendants" is a Biblical fantasy thriller describing Satan's plots to
bring about Armageddon through manipulating the world into a war of the means that has not
been seen before. The book is a nonstop fascinating thriller, not to be overlooked.John Taylor
Reviewer, The Midwest Book Review --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the AuthorI
was born Jewish in 1941 in Toronto. I didn't know what it meant to be spiritual until God entered
and changed my life at the age of 57 with Divine miracles. I am now 70. Despite onset adult
Bipolar Disorder, growing up neurotic in an unloving and non-nurturing home environment and
an almost successful suicide attempt, I succeeded in academics. I have a Bachelors and
Masters degree in Pharmacy, a Ph.D. in Biophysics from Israel, and further training in
Microbiology. I am the author of seventy-five scientific publications, and am Professor Emeritus
at Stony Brook University on Long Island. For the past twelve years, I have embarked on a path
to gain spiritual wisdom and share it with others. That's why I write my books. My beloved wife



Marcia, my bashert or destined one passed away in March of 2011 but has returned to
telepathically communicate with me from the spirit world. Across two worlds we have coauthored
a new book, Putting God Into Einstein's Equations: Energy of the Soul due out in May of 2012.
While Marcia resides in Heaven, I currently reside in Florida. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.From the Back Cover Past, present and future collide
in the final battle between good and evil. In Dr. Jerry
Pollock's riveting thriller, Satan descends to earth with the intention of destroying God and the
entire planet by inciting war between a modern-day Cain and Abel. Will he succeed? That is the
question at the center of this heart-pounding mystery-thriller, which takes much of its inspiration--
and its characters--from the Bible itself. It's a classic story of good-vs.-evil with one important
twist: it takes place in America's halls of power. Beginning in the Garden of Eden, where he
entices Eve to eat a fig from the Tree of Knowledge, Satan's quest continues to modern times,
where he aligns himself with the president of the United States and his son, Cain. Standing in
Satan's way is a captivating cast of characters that include a brilliant psychiatrist charged with
unraveling God's prophetic secret, a modern-day Abel who represents all things good, and the
archangels Michael and Gabriel. Will Satan succeed or will God himself intervene? The answer
lies in a duel to the death and the electrifying
conclusion.__________________________________________________ "The reader will be
mesmerized by my husband's fascinating tale." Marcia Pollock, Soul Mate"Gog and Magog
has the potential to break new ground in literature in the tradition of Philip Roth's efforlessly
smart, dialogue driven novel Deception." Foreword Clarion Revieww --This text refers to the
paperback edition.About the AuthorLife may have a destiny for us all. My destiny seems to have
changed from being a research scientist of forty years to becoming a spiritual writer of the arts.
My first book, Divinely Inspired: Spiritual Awakening of a Soul, was a memoir published in 2003
with a second edition published in January 2009 and a companion audio book just out in 2010.
My second book, also published in January 2009, was a biblical fiction novel, Messiah
Interviews: Belonging to God, which is also available as an audio book.My stage play, Code
Name Daniel, premiered in Manhattan at the American Theatre of Actors from July 7th thru July
11th, 2010. I published my biblical political supernatural thriller novel, Gog & Magog: The Devil's
Descendants in June 2011. My wife's Memoir, The Wing of the Butterfly was completed in the
spring of 2012 for family and friends. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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This is a work of fiction although one may find historical truths within the pages of my book if, like
me, one chooses to believe in God, angels, the Hebrew prophets, and the Garden of Eden.
Similarity to events in the future history of humankind is purely coincidental.Copyright © 2011 by
Jerry J. Pollock, Ph.D.Published by Shechinah Third Temple, Inc.All rights reserved. No part of
this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any retrieval system, without written
permission from the author, except for inclusion of brief quotations in a review. For information,
contact Shechinah Third Temple, Inc., 11583 Pamplona Blvd., Boynton Beach, FL
33437.Softbound Edition: 978-09723866-1-6EAN-13: 9780972386616Library of Congress
Control Number: 2011900947Publisher’s Cataloguing-in PublicationPollock, Jerry J. (Jerry
Joseph), 1941-Gog & magog : the devil’s descendants / Jerry J. Pollock. - BoyntonBeach, FL :
Shechinah Third Temple, Inc., c2011.p. ; cm.978-09723866-1-6E-Book 978-09723866-2-3Bible-
Prophecies-Fiction. 2. Devil-Fiction. 3. Good and evil-Fiction. 4. Judgment of God-Fiction. 5. End
of the world-Fiction. 6. Apocalyptic literature. 7. Political fiction. 8. Suspense fiction.I.
Title.PS3616.O5696 G64 20112011900947813.6-dc221104Book Design: Create SpaceCover
Design and Author Photo: Magnus AnderssonGOD to NoahGenesis VIII:21“The imagery of
man’s heart isevil from his youth.”Daniel’s VisionBook of Daniel 7:7-8“It was different from all the
beaststhat preceded it and it had tenhorns. I was studying the horns,and behold! Another horn
came,a small one, came up among them,and three of the ten horns wereuprooted before it, and
behold!eyes like human were in this hornand a mouth speaking haughty words.”My MarciaI am
your Adam and youare my Eve, and we shalldwell only in the goodnessof the Garden of Eden,for
our souls are onewith God.My CreatorI pledge myself with all mybeing and all my loveto You. I
ask that You be withme and guide me always. PUBLISHER’S NOTE The Hebrew and Christian
Bibles speak about a glorious Messianic Age at the End of Days. Since we humans have a
barbarous nature, as God tells Noah after the Flood, it is unlikely that we shall enter this second
Garden of Eden together in peace and harmony. The visions of Daniel and the biblical
prophecies of the Hebrew prophets, Joel, Ezekiel, and Zechariah, predict an apocalyptic ending
to our world with fire and brimstone in the wars of Gog and Magog.The author’s aim in writing
this political suspense novel has been to provide an entertaining tale, blending fact with fiction in
order to enlighten the reader about possible future events. However, whatever story the author
has created in his imagination, the reader has his free will to disbelieve. The interpretations of
biblical visions and prophecies cited in Gog and Magog are entirely the author’s.For further
correspondence, contact Shechinah Third Temple, Inc:Tel: 561-735-7958Fax:
561-738-1535Email: jerrypollock@bellsouth.netWeb:ACKNOWLEDGMENTSMy Creator for His
blessings. He continually inspires me to be truthful and honest in my heart and guides me in my
quest for spiritual wisdom.My wife, Marcia, my soul mate and queen.My personal angels, whom
I would like to believe are the archangels, Michael and Gabriel.I thank Tracee, whose primal



therapy advice has continued to help me find inner peace, long after I stopped seeing her.My
son-in-law, Magnus Andersson, of Innervision Design, is once again responsible for the
beautiful cover design. He gives me much more than his wonderful creativity.I gratefully
acknowledge the tremendous help and support of the Create Space Team. At all steps in the
process of helping me create a professional book, they provided superior input and expert
suggestions.CONTENTS1. FALLEN ANGEL2. GARDEN OF EDEN3. THE FOREST4. ANCIENT
BABYLON5. 2,500 YEARS LATER6. 19807. 19858. 19889. 199410. 201411. 201612. CORSINI
SISTERS13. ESTHER14. PSYCHOSIS15. DOV16. MARSHALL17. BIPOLAR DISORDER18.
FAMILY LOSS19. CAIN20. TWO DAYS LATER21. DANGER LURKING22. NIGHTMARE23.
FOCUS GROUP24. ANGELS25. CODE NAME DANIEL26. MARRIED CHEATER27. THIRD
TEMPLE28. KAVORSKY29. WHITE HOUSE GARDENS30. HALLUCINOGEN31. SOPHIA32.
CAR ACCIDENT33. PANDAS34. THREATS35. CONFRONTATION36. AIR AND SPACE
MUSEUM37. GENETICS38. MUFFIN39. CONFESSION40. COCKROACHES41.
REVELATION42. FILE43. TAXI RIDE44. THE STING45. LOCKER 49246. TWIST47. LIES AND
DECEPTION48. DOUBLE CROSS49. HONOR AMONG THIEVES50. POKER PLAYER51.
HEAVENLY WHITE HOUSE52. NICKNAME53. FRIENDS IN HIGH PLACES54.
GODFATHER55. NO FREE LUNCH56. 202057. ISRAELI EMBASSY58. FOREVER YOUNG59.
LIKE FATHER LIKE SON60. THE ANGELS EXPLAIN61. SURPRISE PHONE CALL62. SNAKES
IN THE PARK63. HOLOCAUST MUSEUM64. ABEL’S DREAM65. PEARLS OF WISDOM66.
EVIL HURTS GOOD67. STEAM ROOM68. THE SQUEEZE69. MARK OF THE BEAST70. THE
VOICE71. DEVIL’S DESCENDANTS72. PROTECTION73. SPORTS EVENTS74. CAIN AND
ABEL75. RED MOON76. THE ATTACK77. OFFENSE OR DEFENSE78. DIVINE MIRACLES79.
LEAMAS/SAMAEL80. NO EXPECTATIONS81. DUEL AT ARLINGTON82. AFTERMATH83.
WEDDING
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WEDDING84. GOG & MAGOG EXPLAINED85. TIME TO SAY GOODBYE1FALLEN ANGELA
muscular angel impatiently stomps his right foot on the marble floor of a courtroom that
measures sixty feet in length by forty feet in width. The courtroom is lined with six stained-glass
windows, three on each side.A biblical scene of Moses leading the Israelites out of Egypt during
the Exodus decorates the domed ceiling. A mahogany lectern stands in the center of the room.
A sealed scroll made of papyrus rests on it.The muscular angel angrily paces back and forth in
the empty room, awaiting his fate. He is eight feet tall, and his muddy-gray body is sculpted to



perfection with gargantuan bulging muscles. Not a scrap of hair adorns the angel’s scalp.
Instead ten black horns shaped like sperm whale teeth, each measuring four to six inches, jut
out from his oversized head.The angel’s eyes are a crimson red, and vomit drools from the right
side of his mouth. He has a ski-shaped nose that emits fire, and his protruding chin bears a deep
indent at its center. Two snakes emerge and then retreat from his pointy ears. His forked tongue
moves in and out between rusted iron teeth.As the angel looks up to stare at the ornate fresco
on the ceiling dome, his six wings flap in blazingly rapid rhythms, while his entire face contorts in
twisted rage. Two wings extend on each side of his body, above and below his arms. And two
wings, each three feet in length, flap behind his creaseless back in a motion resembling an
engine-propelled moth. When the beating stops, black and yellow tarantulas appear on the
angel’s moth wings.In a booming, echoing voice, the muscular angel speaks.Satan: They dare
keep Satan waiting…waiting…waiting.A second angel flies into the room through the closed
entrance door of the courtroom. Satan clenches his fists and expands his chest. This angel, too,
is eight feet tall and wears a cloak of white transparent silk. As he lands beside Satan, they
bump each other’s bodies and glare at one another with eyes that do not blink.The second
angel’s body is sapphire blue. His face is like the appearance of lightning, his eyes are like
flaming orange torches, and his arms are like the surface of burnished copper. He wears an
orange skullcap on his smooth head to match the color of his eyes.There is a white circular halo
surrounding this fierce-looking angel, and he has wings, but only two, one on each side. His
body is hairless, a perfect copper tone in color.Satan: I thought it might be you, Gabriel. You dare
be my accuser in this kangaroo court.Gabriel: The time will come, Satan, when we shall face
each other in mortal combat.Satan: No angel can best me in battle. I do not fear God. He is a
useless deity. The day will come when I shall kill you and conquer even Him.Gabriel: The Ancient
One employs scum when it suits His purpose. You have brought shame to Heaven and are a
deplorable traitor to your fellow angels. You seek only to destroy the goodness of all that God
stands for, and you do your utmost to thwart His plans for the Creation of a new world filled with
human, animal, and plant species. There is only darkness within the confines of your abhorrent
soul.Satan: A curse on all of you God-fearing good angels. I prefer evil. The more demonic, the
more I thrive.Gabriel: Be careful what you wish for. I intend to see that you burn in hell.
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GOODBYE1FALLEN ANGELA muscular angel impatiently stomps his right foot on the marble
floor of a courtroom that measures sixty feet in length by forty feet in width. The courtroom is
lined with six stained-glass windows, three on each side.A biblical scene of Moses leading the
Israelites out of Egypt during the Exodus decorates the domed ceiling. A mahogany lectern
stands in the center of the room. A sealed scroll made of papyrus rests on it.The muscular angel
angrily paces back and forth in the empty room, awaiting his fate. He is eight feet tall, and his
muddy-gray body is sculpted to perfection with gargantuan bulging muscles. Not a scrap of hair
adorns the angel’s scalp. Instead ten black horns shaped like sperm whale teeth, each
measuring four to six inches, jut out from his oversized head.The angel’s eyes are a crimson red,
and vomit drools from the right side of his mouth. He has a ski-shaped nose that emits fire, and
his protruding chin bears a deep indent at its center. Two snakes emerge and then retreat from
his pointy ears. His forked tongue moves in and out between rusted iron teeth.As the angel looks
up to stare at the ornate fresco on the ceiling dome, his six wings flap in blazingly rapid rhythms,
while his entire face contorts in twisted rage. Two wings extend on each side of his body, above
and below his arms. And two wings, each three feet in length, flap behind his creaseless back in
a motion resembling an engine-propelled moth. When the beating stops, black and yellow
tarantulas appear on the angel’s moth wings.In a booming, echoing voice, the muscular angel
speaks.Satan: They dare keep Satan waiting…waiting…waiting.A second angel flies into the
room through the closed entrance door of the courtroom. Satan clenches his fists and expands
his chest. This angel, too, is eight feet tall and wears a cloak of white transparent silk. As he
lands beside Satan, they bump each other’s bodies and glare at one another with eyes that do
not blink.The second angel’s body is sapphire blue. His face is like the appearance of lightning,
his eyes are like flaming orange torches, and his arms are like the surface of burnished copper.
He wears an orange skullcap on his smooth head to match the color of his eyes.There is a white
circular halo surrounding this fierce-looking angel, and he has wings, but only two, one on each
side. His body is hairless, a perfect copper tone in color.Satan: I thought it might be you, Gabriel.
You dare be my accuser in this kangaroo court.Gabriel: The time will come, Satan, when we
shall face each other in mortal combat.Satan: No angel can best me in battle. I do not fear God.
He is a useless deity. The day will come when I shall kill you and conquer even Him.Gabriel: The
Ancient One employs scum when it suits His purpose. You have brought shame to Heaven and



are a deplorable traitor to your fellow angels. You seek only to destroy the goodness of all that
God stands for, and you do your utmost to thwart His plans for the Creation of a new world filled
with human, animal, and plant species. There is only darkness within the confines of your
abhorrent soul.Satan: A curse on all of you God-fearing good angels. I prefer evil. The more
demonic, the more I thrive.Gabriel: Be careful what you wish for. I intend to see that you burn in
hell.A third angel flies into the room and stands opposite both Satan and Gabriel. Like Gabriel he
has two white wings. His platinum body sparkles with diamonds, and he stands six and a half
feet tall.His face is golden, and his soft, gentle, blue eyes match the hue of the heavenly sky,
visible through the narrow windows of the courtroom. A purple crown, studded with rubies and
yellow topaz, adorns his head, and a mauve cloak is wrapped around his platinum diamond
body.Satan: Michael, I knew that you would come. Are you to be my executioner?Gabriel: I’m
ready to proceed, Archangel Michael.Michael: And you, Satan?Satan: This tribunal has no
jurisdiction over me. I am equal to you in stature. You are not my judge and jury.Michael: I have
my instructions from the Ancient One. He alone rules supreme. We are but His
servants.Archangel Michael proceeds to the lectern and unties the gold ribbon wrapped around
the scroll. He waves the scroll in front of Satan.Satan: I suppose God wrote my death sentence
on that worthless piece of parchment that you are dangling in front of my eyes.Michael:
Unfortunately God has spared you.Gabriel: But Satan has conspired against God. I come to this
tribunal seeking justice and the death sentence for this unscrupulous evil angel.Satan: Then
you’ll have to kill me yourself, Gabriel.Michael: You are accountable, Satan.Satan: To whom?
Surely not to you or Gabriel.Gabriel flies headfirst at Satan, and a three-minute kung fu martial
arts battle ensues in midair in the courtroom. Michael, stunned, tries to stop the fight, but is
unable to separate the eight-foot angels, who are pounding each other without mercy. As they
trade blow for blow without resolution, each takes a deep breath and then readies himself to
continue. At that precise moment, further combat is interrupted by a loud thunderous noise. The
three angels freeze in place.God’s voice fills the chamber. He is not seen.GOD: You are
accountable to me, Satan.Michael and Gabriel: The Ancient One.Satan’s wings become coated
with a honey-like gooey substance. He tries to fly, but his six wings become stuck
together.Satan: Damn You! I shall get even with You, deity.GOD: But not as an angel. From this
point forth, you are a Fallen Angel and are banished forever from Heaven.Henceforth, Satan, I
deem you the Devil. In My mercy and kindness, because I created you and all the angels, I grant
you human life until the time of Gog and Magog.Satan: Do not let me live, deity, for the time will
come when I shall wreak havoc on Heaven. Beware to all who dare oppose me.GOD: Be gone,
Devil. I expel you to Planet Earth.Before Satan can respond, he is twisted into a ball and rolls
through the courtroom cedar doors, which open onto ethereal space. Satan falls downward from
Heaven to Planet Earth, screaming expletives as he descends.God, unseen, addresses Gabriel
and Michael.GOD: Satan will serve as the evil inclination in my newly created humans.Gabriel:
But why create a human species if You already know that they are imperfect and will fill their
Divine Souls with evil?GOD: Because just like good and evil are two sides of the same coin, so



are imperfection and perfection. Man will live for almost six thousand years as imperfect, and
then I shall create perfection at the End of Days in the time of Gog and Magog.Michael: Is Satan
aware that he will be your instrument to bring the evil inclination into the human heart?GOD: His
ego will never allow such thoughts. He believes that he is the creator of all evil. Not I.Gabriel:
Perhaps you are yielding too much freedom to Satan, Ancient One. How will humans be able to
handle the evil inclination within their Divine Souls? Only sparks of goodness spring forth from
the Divine Soul.GOD: I shall create a separate animal soul for evil and good within humans. This
animal soul shall have free will to make good or bad moral choices. Sin shall accompany bad
choices, but I shall allow ample opportunity for repentance during the human lifespan.Michael:
Shall Satan have an animal soul?GOD: Yes! But there shall be only evil in Satan’s animal soul.
Without goodness in his animal soul, Satan shall not be able to activate the sparks of goodness
in his Divine Soul to connect to the goodness in his animal soul. I know what you are thinking.
Why should Satan have a Divine Soul? Because in My mercy and kindness, all humans shall
have the opportunity for goodness. I welcome all sinners to repent at any time and return to Me.
Humans shall be able to defeat their evil inclination, if they so choose. I shall grant men and
women free will and lead them in the direction they wish to go. Come! Let us depart.The angels,
Michael and Gabriel, disappear into space.2GARDEN OF EDENA man and woman, Adam and
Eve, frolic about naked in a magnificent garden, the Garden of Eden. Both the man and the
woman are in their early twenties and are beautiful to the eye.The garden is a lawn of perfect
green, with flowers of every color imaginable. Plants fill their shrubbery with sensuous
vegetables, and there are multiple species of fruit trees, with multi-colored leaves that match the
colors of the flowers.Babbling brooks flow under small bridges. Birds chirp and rabbits and deer
free from Lyme disease scamper about, while frogs croak and turtles peer out from logs in
ponds filled with lily pads. Beautiful butterflies symphonically flap their wings and glide from
flower to flower.In the Garden’s center stand two large trees. One tree, the Tree of Knowledge of
Good and Evil, has luscious fleshy figs the size of golf balls growing on it, and the other tree, the
Tree of Life, has black seedlings the size of peppercorns hanging like clusters of grapes from the
branches that rise toward Heaven.All of a sudden, a gentle but assertive voice is heard.GOD:
My children! All your wants and needs are provided for in this Garden of Eden, but you must not
eat the figs from the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, or the black seedlings from the Tree of
Life.Adam: But why not, my Lord?GOD: Because, Adam, your Divine Soul and Eve’s Divine Soul
know only goodness. Eating the figs from the Tree of Knowledge will contaminate your soul’s
goodness with evil.Eve: But isn’t knowledge good?GOD: Yes, but the wrong kind of knowledge
can be harmful and lead you astray.Adam: And what of the seedlings of the Tree of Life?GOD:
The black seedlings are called manna. The manna endows eternal life to those who eat the
seedlings. You have not yet earned the right to eternal life. Only the angels, who have been with
me since I created the universe fourteen billion years ago, have eternal life.Eve: How can we
earn the right to eternal life and to fly with the angels?GOD: By following my instructions not to
eat from either Tree. You must never eat from the Tree of Life until I have given you My



permission.Adam: Come, Eve. It’s time to go. We shall obey You, Lord of Hosts.Adam grabs
Eve’s hand as they run merrily through the Garden, laughing in delight.Just outside the Garden
of Eden, Satan touches down on the ground in a clearing in a forest. He unravels himself from
his cannonball position and stands up unscathed. He walks upright, stops by a pool of water,
kneels to wash himself, and stares at his reflection. He reacts gleefully.Satan: I’m no longer that
dashing evil angel, Satan. Instead, I’m a handsome young man.Just then, Satan hears voices.
He walks to a black-coated iron gate and peers through. He sees Adam and Eve in the Garden
of Eden. He licks his chops as he takes in the beautiful full-bosomed Eve, but is totally perplexed
when he sees Adam. Satan whispers to himself so that Adam and Eve cannot hear him.Satan: I
look exactly like this human creature. I’m even naked like him. God has surely played some kind
of evil trick on me. A thousand curses on Him. I must draw closer to hear what they are
saying.Satan quietly opens the gate and moves closer to Adam and Eve, who are walking
toward him. Adam and Eve approach the Eastern Gate leading out of the Garden into the forest.
The Gate stands eight feet tall, and the entire Garden of Eden is enclosed by an eight-foot stone
fence. Eve is about to open the gate, but Adam grabs her arm and pulls her back. Adam cautions
Eve.Adam: We dare not go any further. We are too close to the forest and will soon leave the
protection of the Garden of Eden.Eve: Don’t be a sissy, Adam. Let’s go through the Eastern Gate
and explore the forest.Adam: No, Eve. We are safe here where God provides for all our
needs.Eve: I’m bored, Adam. If you are not going to leave the Garden, then let’s at least eat the
figs from the Tree of Knowledge and maybe even the black seedlings from the Tree of Life. God
doesn’t have to know.Adam: But He will. God knows everything. Come, let’s leave.Adam departs.
Eve reluctantly follows. Satan mumbles to himself.Satan: So this is God’s plan. The creation of
spiritual human beings who have no evil. I shall forever be God’s foil and destroy His human race
by creating evil and desire in his favorite creatures. Hmm! I wonder if God left me with any of my
magical angelic powers.Satan breathes deeply.He becomes a Serpent, not realizing that God
has transformed him. He appears as a black cobra with a red forked tongue that juts in and out
and emits a loud hissing.Serpent: I still have my evil powers. I shall approach Eve when she is
alone.The Serpent slithers along the ground, tracking Adam and Eve’s movements. It notices
that Adam and Eve split up, and it sees Eve, alone, picking flowers near the Tree of Knowledge.
Eve reaches for a large yellow plum growing on one of the nearby smaller trees and bites into
the fruit. The Serpent confronts Eve.Serpent: Hello, Eve. Are you enjoying the plum?Eve is
unfazed and doesn’t ask how the Serpent knows her name.Eve: Oh, yes! The yellow plums in
the Garden of Eden are as sweet as honey.Serpent: But didn’t God say: “You shall not eat of any
tree in the Garden of Eden”?Eve: Of the fruit of any tree of the Garden, we may eat. But of the fig
tree, the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil, in the center of the Garden, God has said, “You
shall neither eat of it, nor touch it, lest you die.”Serpent: You shall not surely die, for God knows
that on the day you eat of the Tree, your eyes will be like God, knowing bad and good.Eve:
Perhaps you’re right, that the fruit is good for eating. The figs are a delight to my eyes, and I shall
indeed sample the fruit.Eve picks a fig from the Tree of Knowledge, bites into it, and calls for



Adam, who is nearby. Adam hears Eve and responds.Adam: Eve, I’m coming.Adam arrives at
the Tree of Knowledge and glances at the Serpent, then sees Eve with a fig in her hand.Adam:
What have you done? You have disobeyed God.Eve stares curiously at Adam’s naked body. She
smacks her lips and looks at him, up and down, from head to toe. She then speaks.Eve: This
talking Serpent must surely be sent by God. For it has convinced me to eat a fig from the Tree of
Knowledge. Oh, Adam, the fig is an aphrodisiac. I want you. Come, let us lay together, my
darling.Adam ignores Eve’s overtures. He sighs at what Eve has done.Adam: It is forbidden. Now
you will surely die. You have ruined everything.Eve starts to cry.Eve: The Serpent has told me
that I shall not die. You don’t love me.Adam: Of course I do. Give me a bite of your fig.Adam eats
the remainder of the fig. Suddenly his eyes fix on Eve’s breasts and curvaceous body. He
clutches her.Adam: You’re beautiful, Eve.Eve: I feel sexually aroused by you, Adam.Adam
examines himself.Adam: I feel ashamed of myself. I’m embarrassed.Eve: I was never aware of
my nakedness until I ate the fig. This Serpent has deceived me. Oh, God!The Serpent makes a
laughing, hissing sound. Adam and Eve grab giant green leaves from a nearby tree and cover
their nudity. Then they hear the Voice of God. They run away and try to hide. God, invisible,
speaks in an angry assertive tone.GOD: Adam, where are you?Adam and Eve come out from
their hiding places, wearing the giant leaves to cover their shame.Adam: My Lord, I heard the
angry sound of You in the Garden, and I was afraid because I am naked. So I hid.GOD: Who told
you that you are naked? Have you eaten of the Tree that I commanded you not to eat?Adam
looks over at a crying Eve and stutters in fear.Adam: The wo…woman you ga…gave to me – she
ga…gave me the fru…fruit of the Tree and I ate.God turns to Eve.GOD: Eve, what’s this you have
done?Eve: The Serpent tricked me, and I ate.The Serpent tries to slither away, but is frozen in
place.GOD: Eve, this Serpent is the Devil, Satan. He is pure evil. If you associate with evil, you
also become evil. It is too late to turn back. Evil is now within you and Adam.God next addresses
the Serpent.GOD: Satan, you have acted cowardly by disguising yourself as a Serpent to entice
Eve to eat the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge. Upon your belly shall you crawl from dusk to dawn,
and be upright as a man during all the daylight hours.The Serpent tries to hiss, but his speech is
impaired. God continues to scold the Serpent.GOD: I will put enmity between you, Satan, and
the woman, and between her offspring and your offspring. At the End of Days, in the time of Gog
and Magog, an offspring of Eve will pound the head of an offspring of yours. And in turn, Satan,
your offspring will bite at the heel of Eve’s offspring.Adam and Eve stand with their heads down
toward the earth.GOD: Adam, because you listened to the voice of Eve and ate of the Tree,
through suffering shall you eat of the barren ground all the days of your life. For dust you are and
to dust shall you return. And you, young woman, your punishment shall be horribly difficult
pregnancies that shall cause you great pain. Now be gone. I want you out of my sight. You too,
Serpent.Adam and Eve leave as the Serpent slithers away in the opposite direction toward the
Eastern Gate of the Garden of Eden. The angels, Michael and Gabriel, appear. God speaks to
them in a somber voice.GOD: Behold! Man has become like one of us, knowing good and evil.
Lest he eat manna from the Tree of Life and live forever, I must banish Adam and Eve from the



Garden. Escort them out the Eastern Gate, and station your Cherub angels there. Have them
place the flame of the ever-turning sword at the gate, to guard the way to the Tree of Life.Two
Cherub angels take up their positions on both sides of the Gate. A fiery four-foot sword spins
around freely in the air. As Adam and Eve pass through the Eastern Gate into the forest, they
look back with tears in their eyes. The Garden is but a blur, and all that is visible is a pink halo
surrounding the Cherub angels.3THE FORESTAdam and Eve are lying naked on a leaf-covered
bamboo bed in their forest tent. They are making rapturous love under a sheepskin blanket. They
finish their climactic intercourse, and Eve rests her head on Adam’s shoulder. Adam gently
wraps his arm around Eve and holds her close. After several moments of blissful silence, he
looks into her quiet eyes and speaks lovingly.Adam: I must go into the forest and hunt game for
our dinner.Eve: Return quickly, my love, for I thrive in the safety of your arms, with your warmth
encircling me.Adam: I promise to return before dusk.Eve: We have failed God. We can never fail
each other. I love your tenderness. You are so gentle and kind with me.Adam: Yes, I, too, long for
our magnificent days in the Garden. Our life is difficult, but at least we are together.Eve: I hope
that this time I shall become pregnant. I want desperately to give you the child you so
deserve.Adam dresses in his loincloth. He takes his spear and as he exits the tent, he blows Eve
a kiss and says good-bye. Outside in the forest, the Serpent is upright and watches Adam leave.
It mumbles to itself.Serpent: This is my chance. It’s the light of dawn, and I can transform myself
into human form and seduce Eve.The Serpent breathes deeply and appears as Adam, dressed
exactly like him. Meanwhile, Eve has fallen asleep in her bed. Satan enters the tent and startles
Eve.Eve: Back so soon, my love. Did you forget something?Satan alters his vocal chords, but he
cannot quite match Adam’s exact voice.Satan: I’ve had an insatiable lust for you, ever since I first
saw you in the Garden of Eden.Eve: You don’t sound like Adam. Who are you?Satan: Why, I’m
Adam, of course. I swear it by God.Satan removes his clothes, gets under the blanket, and
begins to rape Eve.Eve: You’re hurting me, Adam. You’re not your gentle self. Stop!Satan ignores
Eve and pushes more forcefully, harder and harder. He climaxes, then abruptly gets up and
leaves the tent without another word. Eve remains in bed trying desperately to comfort herself
but cannot. Finally she gives out a shrieking primal scream.It’s late afternoon, and Adam is
whistling and briskly walking through the forest, holding two dead rabbits over his shoulder. He
approaches home and hears whimpering coming from inside the tent. He pushes aside the
opening and is surprised to see Eve still in bed. He sees tears in her eyes, kneels beside her,
and then speaks.Adam: What’s wrong? Did something happen in my absence?Eve: You raped
me before you left this morning.Adam: I did no such thing. I have just returned. I have rabbits for
dinner.Eve gasps. She holds her head between her hands and cries. Adam dries her tears. Eve
speaks, but she is barely audible.Eve: Oh, my God! It was Satan. He came into the tent after you
left. He was your identical twin. He was dressed exactly like you, but he didn’t sound like
you.Adam: He impregnated you with his sperm.Eve: What shall we do?A voice is heard within
the tent, but no one is seen.Adam: It’s God. He’s here.GOD: You will bear twin sons in a difficult
labor. One from Satan and the other from Adam. You will call the firstborn son Cain. He will be a



farmer and will be evil from his youth, like his Devilish father. The other shall be a shepherd and
will be all good, because he is the seed of Adam. You will call the good son Abel.Adam: Will
Satan come back?GOD: No! Satan shall never bother you again. Within six thousand years, a
demonic human being, an offspring from Satan through your son Cain, will arise. This modern-
day Cain will plot with Satan and Cain’s father to lead the world to Armageddon.Eve: And what of
my son, Abel?GOD: Your son, Cain, will murder your son, Abel.Eve: Oh, no! O my Lord, you shall
have inflicted the harshest punishment upon me, for I shall be left childless.GOD: What’s done
cannot be undone. Cain’s sin will be atoned for when the Third Temple is built at the End of Days.
At that time you, Adam, and your dead son, Abel, will be resurrected to live again in the
Messianic Age. I shall banish Cain from the forest, and you and Adam shall immediately have a
third son, Seth. From Seth all humankind will descend. In the distant future, a good son will arise
from Seth’s lineage. His name will be Abel, like the biblical Abel, and he will also live in modern
times, along with the modern-day Cain. Abel will fight this twentieth-century Cain in the End
Times to decide the fate of humanity in the final battle between good and evil.4ANCIENT
BABYLONDaniel, clean-shaven and dressed in a light-brown animal skin, playfully skips stones
in the river. He wears a gold Jewish Star around his neck and a black onyx ring on his right index
finger. Exiled with the brightest of Jerusalem’s youths by king Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon,
Daniel, at twenty, has become a rising star, a senior advisor in a foreign government. Yet he
refuses to compromise his belief in God, spending quiet time reflecting at the river.One day
Daniel looks up at the sky, and he sees an eight-foot-tall angel flying toward him. The angel’s
face has the appearance of white lightning; his eyes are like flaming torches. His body is
sapphire blue, except for his arms, which are like the surface of burnished copper. Two white
wings extend from each side of the angel’s body. He wears an orange skullcap, and a white halo
surrounds him.He lands on the riverbank near Daniel, who collapses to the ground and places
himself in a prostrate position, trembling in fear. The angel walks to Daniel’s side and waves his
right hand over him. Daniel slowly rises to his knees onto the palms of his hands, and then
stands erect, facing the angel. Daniel avoids looking at the angel.
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George Larkin, “Excellent book. From the Bible books of 1 Chronicles through Ezekiel to
Revelations, Gog and Magog have been noted as powers of evil prophesied to play major roles
in the final days of mankind. For example, in Ezekiel 38:16, these malevolent monstrosities are
depicted as doomed pawns on the chessboard of life. "You will advance against my people
Israel like a cloud that covers the land. In days to come, Gog, I will bring you against my land, so
that the nations may know me when I am proved holy through you before their eyes." In
Revelations 19:19, we are foretold of their disastrous end. "Then I saw the beast and the kings of
the earth and their armies gathered together to wage war against the rider on the horse and his
army. But the beast was captured, and with it the false prophet who had performed the signs on
its behalf. With these signs he had deluded those who had received the mark of the beast and
worshiped its image. The two of them were thrown alive into the fiery lake of burning sulfur. The
rest were killed with the sword coming out of the mouth of the rider on the horse, and all the birds
gorged themselves on their flesh." In Jerry Pollock's new thriller, Gog and Magog: The Devil's
Descendants, these ancient adversaries of God take on a novel dimension with their
appearances on the world's stage, where past, present, and future collide in the final battle
between good and evil. In Pollock's story, nothing less than the President of the United States--
Malcolm Yale Macorley--ascends to world dominance by way of a covert operation called "Code
Name Daniel," becoming a hero to the entire world, even as America slides toward destruction in
a downward spiral of decay. Code Name Daniel drives the President toward his messianic
destiny while raising him to a virtual Godhead, but his pedestal rests on unsteady ground. In the
wake of his path of destruction, a palette of characters that would make a Hollywood casting
director envious take the reader on a roller coater ride culminating in a duel to the death and an
electrifying conclusion. The play's the thing wherein Pollock catches the conscience of the king,
and readers will find that Gog and Magog: The Devil's Descendants unfolds as a play, for the
author's original vision was to present the story by way of actors. "I wrote the book in play
format," Pollack reveals. "A small part of the book became a stage play produced off Broadway
in New York in July 2010." The full-length story develops over 85 chapters spread across 320
pages, carefully blending fact, fiction, and Biblical prophesies seamlessly into a tale that eerily
echoes present day newspaper headlines and the often mentioned fear that our world leaders
are nothing less than disciples of the Devil. Pollack's premise unfurls as an entirely believable
scenario in this era of secret societies such as The World Affairs Council, the Builderberger
Group, the Trilateral Commission, and their combined messages of "global engagement." The
frightening fact of our world mashed beneath the iron thumbs of powerful men and women
seems ominously possible. Pollock's story mirrors real life rumors about those men and women
who might have forfeited their souls to the Prince of Darkness in exchange for a flight through
fame and fortune, or who cling to clout and control in their fleeting flings as King of the
Mountain. When President Clinton was given the Prince of Peace award by the World Affairs



Council of San Antonio at Trinity University, the line between Pollock's fiction and probable fact
blurred. Uncanny innuendoes have a way of becoming terrifying truths. In Gog and Magog: The
Devil's Descendants, Satan surfaces on a quest to bring about the End of Days. Traveling
forward in time, Satan finds himself in present-day America, where the President and his son,
Cain, are his descendants. Standing between Satan and his unholy mission, Abel Slobodkin, a
righteous young man, and his future mother-in-law, Dr. Elizabeth Corsini, watch powerless as the
President wins reelection in 2020. Cain becomes his powerful Chief of Staff, and Cain and Abel
are propelled toward a duel against the backdrop of the Arlington National Cemetery in a
harrowing climax that recalls Adam's sons more than 5,000 years ago. Everything old is new
again.”

wogan, “A vision of the future. `Gog and Magog is a story containing some of the Biblical
prophecy and stories concerning the devil and his desire to overthrow God. It begins in the
Garden of Eden and progresses to 1975, the 80's and to 2020.The descriptions, at points are
breathless, with ladies whose smiles sparkle, voices that give off "rapturous philharmonic
sound". Heavenly structures are huge and marvelous; angels have bodies that sparkle like
diamonds with eyes like flaming torches. The devil has vomit drooling from his mouth, two
snakes emerging from his ears. That is only a miniscule example of the descriptive
phrasing.There are some disconcerting changes in tense. The dialogue is simplistic: "I love
clowns. Wait...He's got a gun."Still it is an engrossing story of the devil's descendants and good
versus evil and most of all heroes that like men in general are fallible and not perfect.I was asked
to review this book and given a copy for examination. The opinion and details written here, are
mine alone and were not dictated or ordered. If I didn't like the book I would say so.”

Chels, “An Interesting Read. This is a very inspired novel. The book revolves around the idea
that the Devil attempts to take over the human world. The characters utilized all fit in with the
plot perfectly. Their personalities are just as the reader may imagine; the Devil cold and
calculating while Abel is righteous and hard-working. As Cain slowly makes his way to chief of
staff to the President, Abel knows he needs to fight him all the way. The plot is very intriguing
and is not common at all. The reader will be on sharp alert throughout the novel and interested
in the characters and plot the whole time. The dialogue is fun and engaging, very memorable.
The ending is exciting and satisfying. The novel is written a little bit like a play, the names of the
characters indicating who is saying what in the story. This novel is recommended for adults/
young adults who enjoy novels with religious themes.*Complimentary copy received for this
review, does not affect my opinion in any way*”

The book by Mary-Frances O'Connor has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 3 people have provided
feedback.
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